














10. Mobile Phone APP: HFun Pro
(1) Scan the QR code to download & install the Hfun Pro APP, or simply go to your phone's app store

(Supports all smartphones using iOS, Android, or GOOGLE).

10S 

I phone/I pad 

Connect Drone WiFi 

1. Power on the drone

Android / Google 
(USA) 

2. Go to your smartphone's WiFi settings and find the network that says
XL-PRO-SG-** or similar
3. Click that network to connect to the Drone's WiFi and then open the HFun Pro
App to Prepare for Flight.

Wi-Fi 

✓ XL-PR0-5G-***

Note: If you need to use the mobile APP to control the aircraft directly, you need to tum off the remote control before 
using it. The mobile phone is connected to the "XL-PR0-5G-••• {Serial Number}" network and connected, and then you 
can open the mobile APP use 
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1.3 Gesture Recognition 

Facing the front lens of the camera, the following gestures can be triggered to trigger the automatic camera or 
camera function of the aircraft: 

Take Photos by Yeah Gestures About 2m in fron1 of the camera of the aircraft, hold the Yeah gesture with 
one hand flat. After the aircraft successfully recognized the gesture, the countdown of 3 seconds began to take 
photos; 

Shoot Videos by Box Gestures About 2 meters in front of the camera of the aircraft, pu1 your hands on the 
position of the face jaw to make a square video gesture. After the aircraft has successfully recognized the 
gesture, the video will start. When the gesture is recognized again, end the recording (the time difference 
between two recognition should be more than 3 seconds); 

Shoot Videos by Palm Gestures About 2 meters in front of the aircraft lens, with five fingers and one hand 
flat; After the aircraft has successfully recognized the gesture, the video will start. When the gesture is 
recognized again, end the recording {the time difference between two recognition should be more than 3 
seconds); 

* Special Instructions

To ensure that the lens gets a higher recognition rate 
1. Please aim the lens face to face; 
2. Please fly In a good light environment; 
3. Please conduct gesture recognition operation at a distance of about 2m from the lens. 

In the following cases, it will result in a low lens recognition rate
1. Weak light or backlight; 
2. The WiFi signal is weak or the signal is disturbed. 

2 MV Interface 

After clicking the button 
in the upper left corner of the 
screen on the control page, 
enter the MV interface. In the 
MV interface, you can shoot 
music videos. 

Click this button to enable the Rotate Screen feature. At this point, the finger 
swipes on the screen to rotate the image; if the finger double-clicks anywhere 
on the screen, the image can be magnified in an instant 
(this feature also applies when recording video). 

Filter Operating lever 

Photo album 

Length of Recording progress bar 
recorded time 
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Length of music time 
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